Senior QA Engineer Job Description
HedgeFacts, LLP is seeking an experienced software Senior Quality Assurance Engineer with proven
leadership and automation skills to work with the development and product management teams to build
system-level test automation and execute automated and manual tests. In addition, the qualified candidate
will be responsible for building a robust quality assurance team from the ground up and leading the
HedgeFacts QA group. Initially, this will be a one-person effort with assistance from product development
resources with the expectation of growth.
Critical Job Elements:
 Automate scripting of web and thick-client Windows applications
 Testing HedgeFacts software applications completing all scripted scenarios without crashing and
calculation results verification requiring SQL server data interrogation and other sophisticated data
validation techniques
 Experience supporting testing activities for multiple applications/releases
 Strong attention to detail including certification that the HedgeFacts software is ready for production
deployment while articulating quality risks to stakeholders
 Ensure that the QA team practices and procedures are followed for all software releases
 With input from senior developers and technology management, set quality assurance software
release priorities.
 Coordinate production escalation defect process/reporting to ensure timely correction of customer
problems and issues
 Identify and report to the development team, all bugs and manage the resolution and reporting of
defects across the development, product management and operations groups.
 Build and train a Quality Assurance team and participate in the hiring/reviews, etc.
This is an excellent opportunity for professional growth and technical creativity in a casual work atmosphere.
Our company is dedicated to the newest technologies in a low employee turnover organization.
The qualified candidate must be able to work and communicate with colleagues, management, and customers.
Medical and dental benefits start on the 1st day of employment and include employer contribution to
premiums. 401K and disability benefits are offered as well.
To apply please send your resume to: careers@hedgefacts.com
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